How to make Pom Pom Swan
Share your creations with us
on social media
thetrentvalley
or visit our website
www.thetrentvalley.org.uk
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Pom Pom template
2 Swan outlines
White wool
Scissors
Glue stick
Cereal box or cardboard
Pens (black and yellow)
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What do you need:
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How to make the Swan

1

Colour in the swan beaks

4

Cut swan out from cardboard.

2

Cut out both swan outlines
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3

Stick first swan to cardboard

6

Glue second swan to back of
cardboard.
Cut out the circle in the middle of
swan and along the dootted lines
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How to make the Pom Pom

1

Cut out the Pom Pom template

2

Draw round the paper pom pom template and cut out 2 cardboard rings.

3

Hold the 2 cardboard rings together and thread the wool round. Hold the end of
the wool against the cardboard and loop the wool ball through the middle, round
the cardboard then back through the middle.
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Keep going until the cardboard ring is covered
with a thick layer of wool.

5

Move some of the wool aside and look for the gap
between the 2 cardboard rings. Place your scissors
in the gap and start cutting the wool, following the
curve of the ring.  You may loose some wool at this
point, just try cut round as smoothly as possible.
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Once you have finished cutting, use an extra length
of wool to tie in the middle. Place the middle of the
wool length in the cardboard gap and pull both
ends together around the pom pom.

7

When secure pull the cardboard rings off and push
the pom pom through the centre of the swan. Have
each half of the pom pom on each side.
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